Monday the 22 March 2004 at 12.50 - 13.50

Postgraduate Forum

Exhibition Centre P/T111

Postgraduate Forum: Open to all Postgraduate Delegates
Convenors: Bronagh Byrne, Ruth McAlister, Sandrine Roginsky and Tam Sanger

Monday the 22 March 2004 at 14.00 - 15.00

Culture

Exhibition Centre P/L001

Nishimuta, Y.
Japanese students' experiences of racism in Britain

Dewan, I.
"Race is not an issue"

Culture

Exhibition Centre P/L002

Burrows, R.J., Ellison, N.R.
Rethinking the ecology of fear in the information age

Fletcher, G., Greenhill, A., Campbell, J.
Fight club: Culture, conflict and everyday life amongst an online community

Culture

Exhibition Centre P/T007

Morgan, K.
'She asked for it': Narratives of interpersonal violence

Burridge, J.
Positioning and legitimacy in social conflict: The disclaiming of morally problematic identities

Embodiment

Goodricke College G/045

Rees, A.
Rising above nature: Representations of human identity, society and evolution in narratives of popular science

Kerr, A., Tutton, R., Cunningham-Burley, S.
Conference-talk: Constructing identities in public meetings about genetics

Embodiment

Goodricke College G/020

Toerien, M.
Pluck, wax or thread: Normalizing hair removal in the beauty salon
Monday the 22 March 2004 at 14.00 - 15.00

**Embodiment**

*Goodricke College G/010*

**Andrews, J.E.**

Volunteerism as a tool for combating social oppression: The experiences of wheelchair users who volunteer

**Rosenfeld, D., Faircloth, C.**

A body at rest remains at rest: Movement and morality in arthritis narratives

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/002*

**Taylor, Y.**

The ties that bind: Class in intimate relationships

**Hines, S.**

Intimate transitions: Friendship, partnering and gender transition

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Goodricke College G/013*

**Leighton, R.**

What you give is what you get: The influence of teacher perceptions of the role of citizenship education on its delivery, status and effectiveness in schools

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Exhibition Centre P/X001*

**Lee, M.Y.**

Citizenship in the E-Government

**Martell, L.**

Globalisation and Britain

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L005*

**Letherby, G., Bywaters, P.**

Extending Social Research: Politics and responsibility with the research process

**Eulriet, I.**

Re-theorizing political culture: Boltanski and Thévenot's 'orders of worth'

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L006*

**Koch, M.**

Social cohesion in post-fordist growth strategies

**Hinton, D.A.**

The rise of the meretricracy
Monday the 22 March 2004 at 14.00 - 15.00

*Meet the SOCIOLOGY Editorial Team*  
*Exhibition Centre P/T111*

This is an informal session in which delegates are offered the opportunity to come and meet the Sociology Editorial Team who will be available to answer any queries regarding the journal. At the same time, we will be happy to accept manuscripts for consideration in the journal on the understanding that they are not being considered elsewhere.

Monday the 22 March 2004 at 15.10 - 16.10

*Culture*  
*Exhibition Centre P/L001*

- **Mukadam, A., Mawani, S.**  
  A fine balance: Cultural negotiation amongst second-generation Indians in London and Toronto

- **Strelitz, J.**  
  Second generations: pathways into poverty and prosperity for children of immigrants

*Culture*  
*Exhibition Centre P/L002*

- **Perry, M.**  
  Localism and collective labour in the post-industrial world: The new urbanism's quest for community

- **Guinea, D**  
  Conflict and mutuality in face-to-face negotiations of status: The case of 'mixed contact' encounters between volunteers and the urban poor in food pantries

*Culture*  
*Exhibition Centre P/T007*

- **Hollinshead, A.M.**  
  Media representations of religion in fictional broadcasting and its impact on social inclusion/exclusion

*Embodiment*  
*Goodricke College G/045*

- **Potts, L., Forrester, J.**  
  I wouldn't have thought of it like that: re-mapping 'self and the environment' as the result of illness

*Embodiment*  
*Goodricke College G/020*

- **McNally, R.**  
  Rhetorics of hope, fear and risk in the parliamentary debate over the handicap ground for abortion

- **Sanger, T.**  
  Conformity or deviance?: The lived experiences of transpeople and their partners
Monday the 22 March 2004 at 15.10 - 16.10

**Embodiment**

*Goodricke College G/010*

**Will, C.**

People, patients, subjects? A psychoanalytic observation method in a clinical research setting.

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/001*

**Foster, L.**

Gender, pensions and the life course

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/002*

**Hazleden, R.**

Aliens and bubble-wrap: Relationship manuals and gender roles

**Roseneil, S.**

Ambivalent affectivities: Angel's "arrangement" and a psychosocial lens on the (postmodern) condition of personal life

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Goodricke College G/013*

**Klein, R.A.**

The politics of environmental activism: A case study of the cruise industry and the environmental movement

**Toke, D.**

Wind power and the middle classes

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L005*

**Marshall, B.L., Witz, A.**

Whose modernity? Masculinity, modernity and the social

**Rafanell, I.**

Who is afraid of Judith Butler?: Social structures as a discursive construction and the objectivism of the performative

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L006*

**Lang, I., Vogel, A.**

Ceremony and citation - scholarly networks of the new institutionalism 1977-2002

**Donovan, C.A., Halsey A.H.**

The history of British sociology: Deconstructing the Americanisation thesis
Monday the 22 March 2004 at 15.10 - 16.10

Meet the SOCIOLOGY Editorial Team

This is an informal session in which delegates are offered the opportunity to come and meet the Sociology Editorial Team who will be available to answer any queries regarding the journal. At the same time, we will be happy to accept manuscripts for consideration in the journal on the understanding that they are not being considered elsewhere.

Monday the 22 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

Culture

O'Neill, M., Holdaway, S.
Examining Window Dressing: The views of Black Police Associations on recruitment and training

McDonald, K.
Oneself as another: From social movement to experience movement

Culture

Li, S.
'Doing criticism in symbiotic niceness

Embodiment

Glasner, P., McNally, R.
Beyond genomics: Post-genomics, proteomics and the other 'omics'

Hall, E.
Geneticising coronary heart disease: Making new knowledges of causation and treatment

Embodiment

Hockey, J., Robinson, V., Meah, A.
From disordered bodies to unruly emotions? Heterosexual practices across the twentieth century

Moon, L.
The heterosexualisation of emotion: Sexual scripts and feeling frames
Monday the 22 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

**Intimacy**
Goodricke College G/002

Cockerham, W., Hinote, B., Abbott, P., Haerpfer, C.
Stress, gender, and health lifestyles in the commonwealth of independent states

Dilks, H.M.
Parallel worlds: The experience of anxiety and 'putting one over' in the shopfitting industry

**Intimacy**
Goodricke College G/010

Hardey, M.
The possibility of romance in a time of anxiety, discontent and insecurity

Rose, M., Banovcova, L.
Work orientation as life-style prophylactic: How far can prioritising career pursuit offset workaholic hours and singleton stress?

Monday the 22 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

**Politics responsibility and risk**
Goodricke College G/013

Khater, L.K.
'The exclusion of Palestinian youth from a normal education process'

**Politics responsibility and risk**
Exhibition Centre P/X001

Burnett, J.
Remembering politics: The problem of politics past and present for a generation of 'Thirtysomethings'

O'Toole, T., Marsh, D., Jones, S.
Explaining non-participation: Towards an understanding of young people's politics

**Social Theory**
Exhibition Centre P/L005

Morgan, C.A.
The challenge of disorder: What can sociologists learn from International Relations?

**Social Theory**
Exhibition Centre P/L006

Brown, M.
Sociological theory and the question of God's existence: The challenge of Martin Buber to sociological theory

McLennan, G.
Sociologists in/on 'Knowledge Society'

Programme Version Prepared 1 March 2004
Postgraduate and Researcher Workshop (1 of 3)  Exhibition Centre P/T111
Roundtable Discussion: 'Hints and Tips on Presentations and Publishing'

This interactive session will provide an opportunity for current postgraduates to share experiencing of presenting their work at conferences. First time presenters will be able to obtain advice and knowledge from the old timers! We will also be joined by Abby Day, author of 'How to Get Research Published in Journals'. Abby will be providing some hints and tips to postgraduates wishing to go down this route.

Plenary Session  Exhibition Centre P/X001
Scott, S.
Sexuality, Anxiety and the Challenge to Sociology
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.00

**Culture**

*Exhibition Centre P/L001*

**Lucey, H., Edwards, R.**

Identity tensions: Culture, conflict and anxiety in the everyday lives of siblings

**Merryweather, D.**

Youth in the 'risk society': Discursive strategies in conflict-resolution and identity (re)construction in the context of late-modernity

*Exhibition Centre P/L002*

**Gane, N.**

Towards a new sociology of power: Placing digital technologies in question

**Kirkhope, J., David, M.**

New digital technologies, Music and intellectual property

*Exhibition Centre P/T007*

**Land, V.**

Managing a lesbian identity: A conversation-analysis of lesbian talk-in-interaction

**Shaw, R., Kitzinger, C.**

Emotion work in action: Praising callers on a 'home birth' help line

**Embodiment**

*Goodricke College G/045*

**Paechter, C.**

Power, knowledge and embodiment in communities of sex/gender practice

**Theodosius, C.**

Expressions of the embodied self in emotional labour

*Goodricke College G/020*

**Webster, A., Brown, N.**

New medical technologies and identities: Reordering the body in time and space

**Scourfield, J.B.**

Suicidal masculinities
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.00

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/001*

**Brooks, A.**

Intimacy, work and family life in Chinese diasporic communities

**Khattab, N.**

Economic activity and unemployment amongst Pakistani and Bangladeshi women in Great Britain and Muslim women in Israel

---

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/010*

**Dench, S., Hill, D.**

Encouraging teenage parents to learn: Findings from an evaluation of childcare support funding

**Liu, H.Y.**

Compliance, obedience, and resistance: Understanding the relationships between adolescents, parents and professionals in Taiwan

---

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Goodricke College G/013*

**Woodiwiss, J.**

Politics, responsibility and childhood sexual abuse

**Marinetto, M.**

Explaining another child protection disaster: The Laming inquiry, street level (in)action and the denial of suffering

---

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Exhibition Centre P/X001*

**Clark, D.**

Sites of memory or aids to multiculturalism? Conflicting uses of Jewish heritage sites.

**Knops, A.**

Difference, dialogue and dissent: Outline of a critical model of political exchange

---

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L005*

**Bowden, G.**

The failure of environmental sociology

**Ibrahim, Y.**

Conflict and discontent with neo-liberalism: The rise of the anti-globalisation movement
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.00

**Social Theory**

*Schweber, L.*

What counts as theory: American sociology and the quantitative turn

**Meet the SOCIOLOGY Editorial Team**

This is an informal session in which delegates are offered the opportunity to come and meet the Sociology Editorial Team who will be available to answer any queries regarding the journal. At the same time, we will be happy to accept manuscripts for consideration in the journal on the understanding that they are not being considered elsewhere.

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 10.30 - 11.30

**Culture**

*Boden, S., Edwards, T., Pitcher, J., Pole, C.*

'Another day, another demand': How parents and children negotiate consumption matters

**Culture**

*Olsen, W.K., Southerton, D., Warde, A., Cheng, S.*

Convergence and divergence in UK practices of consumption: Analysis of the diffusion of consumer culture using time-use data 1975-2001

**Embodiment**

*Inckle, K.*

Skin deep? women, body-marking, femininity and theory

*Oerton, S.*

Illicit not illegal: Sex in professional and trust relationships

**Embodiment**

*Armstrong, N.*

'I'd be absolutely amazed if I got it': How women discuss their risk of developing cervical cancer

*Marshall, B.L.*

Climacteric redux? Medicalizing the 'male menopause'

**Intimacy**

*Grundy, S.*

Young adults' place identities - 'Home is where my friends and family are'
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 10.30 - 11.30

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/002*

Southerton, D., Hand, M., Shove, E., Warde, A.

Re-ordering domestic space(s): Constructing normality in narratives of extension

Marten, L., Scott, S., Watson, M.

Getting under the kitchen sink. Anxiety, trust and routine in the consumption of cleaning products

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/010*

Waldron, C.

Women interviewing men: 'The art of "research aikido?"

Wilkinson, K.

The challenges of data collection: Women's magazines and their editors, textual analysis and interviewing

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Goodricke College G/013*

Parent, D., Byrne, D.

Social exclusion in NAFTA

Timms, J.

Corporate citizenship: A social role for business in a globalising world?

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Exhibition Centre P/X001*

Lindley, J.K., Dale, A., Dex, S.

Ethnic differences in patterns of employment and unemployment: Gender and generational change

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L005*

Kemp, S.

Critiquing the structure/agency divide: A post-positivist approach

Demir, I.

Incommensurability in Thomas Kuhn and Alasdair MacIntyre's works

**Social Theory**

*Exhibition Centre P/L006*

Roginsky, S.

The voluntary sector in comparative perspective: A socially constructed view of the sector

Holz, E.

Poverty in everyday life, results of the German time use surveys (ZBE, TUS, HETUS)
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 11.40 - 12.40

**Culture**

*Exhibition Centre P/L001*

**Canniford, R., Layne, N.**

Riding the storm: Social capital in surf culture

**Horton, D.**

The bicycle's place in contemporary environmentalism

**Culture**

*Exhibition Centre P/L002*

**Hope, A.**

Risk, the internet and education: Case studies of the dangers arising from 'net' use in UK schools

**Chen, H-J.**

A new challenge to school-based management: Parental participation in school decision-making

**Embodiment**

*Goodricke College G/045*

**Wray, S., Deery, R.**

'Fatness' as an embodied expression of oppression in the health care setting

**Ward, K.J.**

'I love you to the bones': The 'pro-ana' underground as an 'anti-medical' model of anorexia

**Embodiment**

*Goodricke College G/020*

**Lewis, L.**

User involvement in mental health services: A reflexive account of a research study

**Intimacy**

*Goodricke College G/001*

**Abbott, P., Wallace, C.**

Surviving the transition: Living conditions, lifestyle and health in post-soviet societies

**Liu, J.**

Gender differences within the danwei system: Intimacy, women's work and family life in urban China
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 11.40 - 12.40

Intimacy
Goodricke College G/002

Gabb, J.
Behind closed doors: intimacy and sexuality in 'non-abusive' families

Innes, S., McKie, L.
"Doing what is right": disciplining intimacy, work and family life, Glasgow, 1945-1960

Intimacy
Goodricke College G/010

Fewtrell, F.A.
Dealing with conflict, anxiety and discontent within enduring relationships

Mauthner, M., Hadfield, L., Edwards, R.
Status and ambivalence in children's sibling relationships

Politics responsibility and risk
Goodricke College G/013

Toke, D., Marsh, D.
The media and GM food

Mekelberg, D.
Global media and environmental expressions: A comparative research

Meet the SOCIOLOGY Editorial Team
Exhibition Centre P/T111

This is an informal session in which delegates are offered the opportunity to come and meet the Sociology Editorial Team who will be available to answer any queries regarding the journal. At the same time, we will be happy to accept manuscripts for consideration in the journal on the understanding that they are not being considered elsewhere.

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 11.40 - 12.40

Social Theory Round table: Sociologists and their audiences
Exhibition Centre P/L005

Participants: Dr Graham Crow (Southampton), Prof John Holmwood (Sussex), Prof Gregor McLennan (Bristol), Prof Larry Ray (Kent), Dr Kate Reed (Kent/Sheffield)

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 12.30 - 14.00

Study Group Convenors Lunch [Closed Meeting]
Goodricke College G/SCR

A closed meeting of the BSA Study Group Convenors
Programme Version Prepared 1 March 2004
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 12.30 - 13.00

BSA/HODs Council Meeting [Closed Meeting]  Goodricke College G/JCR

A closed meeting of the British Sociological Association Executive and the Heads of Departments of Sociology Council Executive

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 13.00 - 14.00

HODs Council Meeting [Closed Meeting]  Goodricke College G/JCR

A closed meeting of the Heads of Departments of Sociology Council. The Council represents the Departments of Sociology in the Universities of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.05 - 14.35

BSA Philip Abrams Memorial Prize Nominees  Displayed in Exhibition Centre

Meet the shortlisted nominees

Posters Session  Displayed in Exhibition Centre

Grochowski, J., Karraker, M.W.
Creating compelling conversation: Promising tool for working through family conflict and discontent

Higgins, V., Wathan, J., Dale, A., Corti, L.
The new UK economic and social data service: Using social science data in research and teaching

Kaneko, M.
Policy impact on physician's geographical distribution in Japan

Karraker, M.W., Grochowski, J.R.
Postmodernism, globalization and resiliency: Risk, policy and futures for families

Knight, D.E.
Housing tenure as a source of anxiety: Why it requires an effort of resistance for private tenants to regard their consumption of housing as 'normal'

Lee, T.
The conspillover effects of restoration projects on its surrounding area, viewing from its commodification process and communication structure

Marshall, H.
Researching the field of global education: Issues of power and control
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.05 - 14.35

Robson, J.M.
Reading between the lines: Victoria goes cybershopping

West, A., Bloxham, S.
Playing the assessment game

Worley, C.
Theorising community, ethnicity and gender in new labour's community cohesion policy agenda

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.05 - 16.10

Realism and Empirical Research

Exhibition Centre P/L001

Walby, S.
Complexity theory, realism and path dependency

Uprichard, E.
Children as present and future agents: A realist perspective to children and childhood in changing places

Byrne, D.
Researching Causality - Taking Realism into Policy - Focusing on the Case

Convenor: Bob Carter

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.45 - 16.10

Consumption

Exhibition Centre P/L005

Come along and meet the members and convenor of the Consumption Study Group. New members very welcome to join this informal social event.

Convenor: Lydia Martens
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.45 - 16.10

**Family Studies Group**

**Exhibition Centre P/L006**

This session will begin with the paper presentation 'Women in their fifties: Well-being, ageing and the anticipation of ageing', Linda McKie, Laura Airey, Kathryn Milburn, Centre for Research on Families and Relationships, Scotland.

The paper presentation will be followed by the groups' business meeting, which will include discussion of a two-day conference at Keele University in January 2005. New members very welcome.

Convenors: Lynn Jamieson and Jane Ribbens-Mccarthy

**Museums and Society**

**Goodricke College G/010**

Come along and meet the members and convenors of the Museums and Society Group. New members are very welcome to join this informal social event and find out more about the group and the events planned for 2004/05. We are a relatively newly established study group whose aim is to provide a forum for the discussion of the museum as a site for sociological theorising and empirical research.

Convenors: Gaynor Bagnall and Rhiannon Mason

**Risk and Society Round table: The Social Reality of Risk**

**Exhibition Centre P/L002**

Professor Peter Taylor-Gooby, University of Kent will present a paper 'The ESRC Priority Network - Social Contexts and Responses to Risk 2003-8'

Professor Hazell Kemshall and Dr Thilo Boeck, De Montfort University, will present a paper on some preliminary findings from work on 'Young People, Social Capital and the Negotiation of Risk'

Convenor: Iain Wilkinson

**Sociology and Environment and Architecture**

**Goodricke College G/001**

Come along and meet the members and convenor of the Sociology and Architecture and Environment Group. New members very welcome to join this informal social event.

Convenor: Tim Brindley

**Sociology of Media**

**Exhibition Centre P/T007**

Firmstone, J.

'Britain in Europe': A comparative analysis of the British media agenda on Europe

Price, S.

'Modelling Social Relations'

Convenor: Sharon Lockyer
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 14.45 - 16.10

Theory Study Group Goodricke College G/045

Austin Harrington will present a paper 'Art and social theory: sociological arguments in aesthetics'

Alan Scott will present a paper 'Georg Simmel on Rembrandt and sociological aesthetics'

Ian Heywood will present a paper 'Reflexivity and aesthetics'

Alan How will present a paper on 'The Author The Text and The Canon: Hermeneutics and the Classic Text in Sociology'

Convenors: Austin Harrington and Alan Scott

Work, Employment and Economic Life - Goodricke College G/020

'Gathering and Planning'

This is the first meeting of this newly established study group. We invite you to join us for a chance to contribute to planning the activities of the study group over the next 2-3 years. Our ideas include a range of seminar days, a more formal session at the BSA conference in 2005 and strengthening our links with the Work Employment and Society journal and conference. We look forward to meeting you.

Convenors: Colette Fagan, Tim Strangleman and Tracey Warren

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

Culture Exhibition Centre P/L001

Loxley, A.

Crossing borders and mapping undiscovered Countries: Exploring disadvantaged mature students' experience of Irish university life through their voices and images

Panay, A.

Vanishing white Americans: The captivity narrative in American popular culture

Culture Exhibition Centre P/L002

Smith, S.

Reconfiguring the brand: Problematising dualities in an online community

Southerton, D.

Cultural capital and experiences of time: The relationship between orientations towards social practices and temporalities
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

**Culture**

*Simpson, V.L.*

Exhibition Centre P/T007

Social change in the gaming industry: A sociological investigation

---

**Embodyment**

*Vrecko, S.*

Goodricke College G/045

Governing disease, governing desire: Subjectivity and recovery in Alcoholics Anonymous

---

*Fernandez, J.*

Embodiment

Patterns of use - an illustration of polarisation

---

**Embodyment**

*Gorringe, H., Rafanell, I.*

Goodricke College G/020

The embodiment of protest: Caste oppression and change

---

*Bowden, G.*

Constructing colonialism: Graphic layout and design in the service of imperialism

---

**Intimacy**

*Hourigan, C., Birrell, B., Rapson, V.*

Goodricke College G/002

Out of work and out of love: It's getting lonely at the bottom

---

*Armstrong, J.E.*

Intimacy

Classed and gendered 'flexibilities': Women's work over the life-course

---

**Intimacy**

*Holland, S., Scourfield, J., O'Neill, S., Pithouse, A.*

Goodricke College G/010

Family group conferences in child welfare: Democratisation, control and morality

---

*Ribbens McCarthy, J.*

Independence and support: Who's autonomous and who's responsible?

---

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Kyriakides, C.*

Goodricke College G/013

Third-way anti-racism in a devolved Scotland

---

*Hudson, A.*

The rise and rise of Middle England

Programme Version Prepared 1 March 2004
Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 16.20 - 17.20

Social Theory

Prior, N.
From distinction to distraction? Bourdieu and the trans-aesthetics of perception

Woolley, R.
Re-reading Bourdieu: A relational conception of un/certainty

Social Theory

Donovan, C.A.
'Social science in the service of science and technology': A case of mistaken identity within national research policy

Olsen, W.K., Morgan, J.
A critical epistemology of analytical statistics: Addressing the sceptical realist

Social Theory

Klimova, S.
Meaningful conflict: A problem for understanding and explanation

Payne, G.
Social dividing: Social divisions as processes and hierarchies

Postgraduate and Researcher Workshop (2 of 3)

'Approaching the Viva'

This session, hosted by Sue Scott and John Holmwood, will discuss relevant issues pertaining to the Viva ranging from the early preparation to the final result. They will be joined by Ailsa Hollinshead, who has recently been through the process and therefore can provide first-hand experience. There will also be an opportunity for participants to ask questions on this important issue.

Tuesday the 23 March 2004 at 17.30 - 19.00

The British Sociological Association Annual General Meeting

AGM guest speaker - Ivor Gaber, will give a talk on "Sociology meets the media: Unhappy bedfellows?"
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.00

**Culture**

Robinson, H.
The social organisation of water: Consumption, conservation and domestic practice

Haggett, C., Smith, J.L.
'Tilting at windmills? Using discourse analysis to understand the attitude-behaviour gap in renewable energy conflicts'

**Culture**

Beer, D.
The scriptal spiral: Objectifying music in the digital age

Sutherland, A.J.
The aesthetic ambitions, performance and income experiences of international jazz and improvising musicians

**Culture**

Liddiard, M.
'More sex please, we're British...': Museums and making histories of sexuality

**Culture**

Kiwan, N.
"Young French people of North-African origin and neighbourhood associations in stigmatised (sub)urban settings: Socio-cultural conflict or socio-cultural pragmatism?"

Walker, C.
The everyday role of racism: The perspectives of young Asian women in Sheffield

**Embodiment**

Skinner, D.
Finding a cure for racism: The strange case of Sociology, 'race' and biology

Wang, Y.H.
The politics of ethnicalisation: Time, space and place

**Embodiment**

Hogan, J.
Saving private lynch: Gender, race and national identity in cross-national perspective
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.00

**Intimacy**  
*Goodricke College G/001*

Cambell-Barr, V.

The push to get Britain working and what this means for family life

Tanner, E.

Mothers and workers: The importance of work conditions in the relationship between maternal employment and the parenting attitudes

**Intimacy**  
*Goodricke College G/002*

Dermott, E.

An exploration of the relationship between intimacy and time

**Intimacy**  
*Goodricke College G/010*

Macvarish, J.

The new single woman: Contextualising individual choice

Budgeon, S.

Conflict, anxiety, discontent and single lifestyles: Life after coupledom

**Politics responsibility and risk**  
*Goodricke College G/013*

Corbett, K., Othieno, G., Moran, R.

Exploring the challenges and responsibilities of mutual engagement within participatory action research

Charles, V., Crow, G., Heath, S., Wiles, R.

Informed consent and the research process: Following rules or striking balances?

**Social Theory**  
*Exhibition Centre P/L005*

Vail, J.

The dynamics of market imperialism

Cruickshank, J.

Critical realism and the search for a post-disciplinary canon

**Teaching and Learning**  
*Exhibition Centre P/L006*

Deem, R., Özga, J., Parker, A.

Does sociology of education still belong to sociology? Challenges, dilemmas and conflicts

Harley, K.S.J.

Use of theory in sociology: The textbook version(s)
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 09.00 - 10.30

BSA Executive Committee Meeting [Closed Meeting]  
Goodricke College G/SCR

Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 10.30 - 11.30

**Culture**

*Truninger, M.*

Organic food practices and everyday life: Meanings and justifications

*Butler, R.*

'VO!CE': Creating disabled space with popular music

*Haynes, J.*

On safari: World music and the search for difference

**Culture**

*Willmot, H.*

Competitional co-existence between romance and aspects of independence and equality in young women's intimate relationships with men


The traditional male interests perspective on women, work and home in Malaysia

**Culture**

*Morgan, G.*

Migration narratives, tradition and domestic creativity

*Bagguley, P., Hussain, Y.*

The 2001 Bradford riot and generational difference

**Embodiment**

*Shoveller, J.A., Johnson, J.L., Patrick, D., Prkachin, K.*

On being "responsible": An examination of youth's embodiment of reproductive and sexual health service policy
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 10.30 - 11.30

**Embodiment  Goodricke College G/020**

Woods, A.

'Accidents just happen': Resolving conflict in the child safety promotion parent-health professional encounter

Wills, W., Backett-Milburn, K., Gregory, S., Lawton, J.

The perceptions, understandings and negotiation of dietary practices amongst early teenagers living in disadvantaged neighbourhoods

**Intimacy  Goodricke College G/001**

Goode, S.

Models of economic coercion in the lives of drug-dependent women

Frost, L.

Fragile identities? Parent's anxieties and children's lifestyles in consumer societies

**Intimacy  Goodricke College G/002**

Sinha, S., Curtis, K., Jayakody, A., Roberts, H., Viner, R.

Religion and attitudes to sex and relationships among young people in East London

Becker, B., Charles, N.

Meanings of class and moral dilemmas: Class, gender and ethnic identities

**Politics responsibility and risk  Goodricke College G/013**

El Zalee, S.

The politics of neglect: The case of Nuba people of Sudan [1900-1956]

Trehan, N.

Human rights entrepreneurship in eastern Europe: The case of 'romani rights' NGOs in Hungary

**Social Theory  Exhibition Centre P/L005**

Sayer, A.

Restoring the moral dimension

Okolie, A.C

Knowledge production for international development: Sociological challenges
Teaching and Learning

Exhibition Centre P/L006

Lamb, J.C.

Relating secondary data to sociological challenges

Donovan, C.A.

Making sociology count: Bibliometrics and the 'RAE-ification' of social science

ESRC WORKSHOP: Developments in ESRC Strategy and Postgraduate Training

Exhibition Centre P/T111

The session will provide an opportunity to be briefed on the ESRC's new corporate strategy and its implications for relations with the social science community. There will also be an opportunity to be updated on the latest developments in ESRC Postgraduate Training policy - including the introduction of quotas.

This session is hosted by Adrian Alsop, Director for Research, Training and Development, Economic and Social Research Council and Professor David Mason, University of Plymouth

Network Editorial Meeting [Closed Meeting] Goodricke College G/SCR

A closed meeting of the Network Editorial Team

Culture

Exhibition Centre P/L001

Kawashima, M.

The making of the imagined whale: How whales have become a symbol of nature in the west

Bröer, C.

Sound, meaning and politics: Turning aircraft sound into nuisance

Culture

Exhibition Centre P/T007

Lysaght, K.

Public space, public knowledge: Young men's spatial practice in the divided city

Carter, A.

"Contested masculinity: Eaborations of the hegemonic in contemporary heroes and antiheroes of popular culture"
British Sociological Association Annual Conference 2004

Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 11.40 - 12.40

**Culture**

*Abbas, T.*

The new sociology of ethnic and cultural studies: the experience British south Asian Muslims

*Chattoe, E., Heath, A.H.*

Using simulation to understand ethnic labour market disadvantage

**Embodiment**

*Pilcher, J., Pole, C., Edwards, T., Boden, S.*

Children, clothing and the gendered body

*Edwards, T.*

Producing consumers? Children's fashion

**Embodiment**

*Tulle, E.*

Conflicting bodies: Ageing bodies and athletic bodies

**Intimacy**

*Charles, N., Davies, C.A., Harris, C.C.*

Social change and the family

*Wade, A.*

Buffing the pearl: The travails of contemporary mothering

**Intimacy**

*Fenton, S., Devadason, R., Bradley, H., West, J., Guy, W.*

Careers at arms length: Job changing, life changing and young adult identities

*Wilkinson, L.A.*

The labour market entry of immigrant, refugee and native-born youth in Canada

**Politics responsibility and risk**

*Cheng, S.*

"Insurgent terrorism, political modernity and democracy"

*Ilcan, S., O'Connor, D.*

"The new contractualism, advanced liberalism, and the Canadian public sector"
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 11.40 - 12.40

**Teaching and Learning**
Exhibition Centre P/L006
Kettley, N.C.
Patterns of GCE A/AS level attainment in further education

Shelly, R., Shelly, A.
Explaining collaborative learning: Constructivism and status

**MEDIA WORKSHOP: "Sociologist bites Dog" -**
Exhibition Centre P/T111
getting the most out of the media' lead by Ivor Gaber

This media workshop is designed to help sociologists get the most out of their media encounters. It will cover how the media works and how sociologists can achieve media coverage that accentuates the positive and minimises the negative.

Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 11.40 - 13.00

**Social Theory Round table: The Future of the Social**
Exhibition Centre P/L005

Speakers: Professor Thomas Kemple (University of British Columbia) and Scott Vrecko (London School of Economics/ BIOS Centre). Chair: Nicholas Gane

Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 14.05 - 15.05

**Culture**
Exhibition Centre P/L001
Neal, S., Walters, S.
Research narratives, field notes and researchers' biographies: An early account of researching English ethnicities in rural England

Webb, P.M.
The relevance of milieu for understanding cultural production: Beyond subcultures, scenes and neo-tribes

**Culture**
Exhibition Centre P/L002
Chin, W.P.
Identity politics in intercultural cinema: A comparative study of Chinese Americans and the British Chinese

Wood, B.
Globalisation and the place of Britain in New Zealand television
Culture

Hurdley, R.

Is any body home? The interpretation of photographic data in an ethnographic study of mantelpiece display

Armstrong, P., Tomes, A.

The anxious interior: Design as a disabling profession

Embodiment

de Vries, K.

'Dealing with the unknown': A sociological perspective on variant Creutzfeldt Jakob disease

Haddow, G.

Organ transplantation: The dis/embodiment of identity

Embodiment

de Viggiani, N.

(U)nhealthy prison masculinities: Theorising men's health in prison

Yuill, C.

The body as weapon: Bobby Sands and the republican hunger strikes

Intimacy

Bott, E.

Sex, drugs and selling souls: The marginal labour of British lapdancers and timeshare touts in Tenerife

McKie, L.

Theories, violence, and families: The 'myths' of sociological analysis

Politics responsibility and risk

Westwood, T., Corbett, K.

'Dangerous and severe personality disorder': An illustration of the risk society within psychiatry

Social Theory

Li, Y.

Class, status and resources: a comparison between the Goldthorpe Class and the Cambridge Scale
Teaching and Learning

Goode, J., Scott, R.
What are you doing doing a PhD?

Buckingham, A., Matthews, J.
An evaluation of the usefulness of online materials for teaching survey methods

Postgraduate and Researcher Workshop (3 of 3)

'Theory and Postgraduate Research'

In this session, Gregor McLennan will be talking about the application of theory to postgraduate research. Examples of some of the issues that will be addressed are: Why do we need theory? Do we (always) need theory? What are the different ways of orienting thesis research to theoretical issues/perspectives?

This will be followed by a question and answer session allowing participants to discuss some of the key theoretical issues relating to their research.

Culture

Hingwan, K.
'All'o we is one': Carnival, freedom and national identity in Trinidad

Green, E., Singleton, C.
The impact of ethnicity and cultural beliefs upon black and minority ethnic women's use of leisure time and space

Artaraz, K.
'The wrong person for the job?': Professional habitus and working cultures in the provision of advice and guidance

Gilloch, G.
White collar worries: From morally pink complexions to corroded characters

Parker, K.
Managing mobility: Ordering systems in an international airport

Bhopal, K.
Rurality, racism and good practice: Gypsy traveller pupils in schools
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 15.15 - 16.15

**Embodiment**  
*Goodricke College G/045*

Crowhurst, I.

Between theory and practice: The risks of trafficking talk

Sagar, J.M.

Exploring the 'I' in H(I)V and A(I)DS: The relationship between biomedical discourse and lived experience

**Embodiment**  
*Goodricke College G/020*

Papadimitriou, C.

Reshaping the injured body: Rehabilitation and physical disability

**Intimacy**  
*Goodricke College G/001*

Shaw, R.

'The ethics of gift exchange in human egg donation'

Muñoz, B.

The social meaning of children. Motherhood and emotional ambivalence

**Intimacy**  
*Goodricke College G/002*

Brown, L.

Sex work and changing family forms among the Kanjar of Heera Mandi, Lahore

Gill, A.

Culture and rights: Violence in the private domain - the hidden abuse of Asian women and children

**Politics responsibility and risk**  
*Goodricke College G/013*

Hopkins, D., McKie, L., Hughes, W., Watson, N.

Care wars. Social movements in conflict

Hall, E.

Reimagining social inclusion: Building spaces of refuge and resistance amongst people with learning disabilities

**Social Theory**  
*Exhibition Centre P/X001*

Chernilo, D.

Sociology, society and the nation-states: The problem of sociology's 'methodological nationalism'

Wester, J.R.

'It's about time: Translating Quantum Theory into a Sociological approach to the study of Death
Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 15.15 - 16.15

**Teaching and Learning**  
*Exhibition Centre P/L006*

Platt, J.

Teaching challenges - and how we have met them

---

Wednesday the 24 March 2004 at 16.30 - 18.00

**Plenary Session**  
*Exhibition Centre P/X001*

Busfield, J.

BSA Presidential Address

Pills, Power, People: Sociological Understandings of the Pharmaceutical Industry